
Perfection made simpleFLEX-REPAIR
Makes workflows even more flexible 
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Repair cosmetic damage easily ! 

Even more flexible workflows

The share of cosmetic damage repairs in a bodyshop’s everyday routine is on the rise.
But can your bodyshop continue to make a profit this way? In fact, it can – thanks 
to R-M’s innovative FLEX-REPAIR concept. As part of the Programs For Success service offer, 
FLEX-REPAIR supports bodyshops in organizing their workflows even more flexibly than before. 
The concept calls for “multi workplaces”, which make handling special repairs easy, 
since everything is in one place. The vehicles no longer have to be moved around 
and entire steps can be eliminated. This means that a single employee can perform 
the entire refinishing job.

•  What do you need?  
With FLEX-REPAIR an R-M consultant works together with your bodyshop to determine  
whether you perform enough cosmetic damage repairs to make a multi workplace worthwhile.

•  How much do you need to invest?  
The consultant then determines what purchases you need to make so that you can implement FLEX-REPAIR.  
And just as important: how quickly the investment will pay off!

•  What do we recommend?  
The R-M consultant presents an overall assessment of the various items that have been analyzed.  
Based on the assessment, the consultant develops a specific plan with the best way  
to implement the recommendation.

•  How is FLEX-REPAIR implemented?  
The consultant supports your bodyshop in selecting the equipment you need.  
The equipment is then installed. The bodyshop staff also receives special training both  
in the techniques used at the multi workplace and on commercial aspects.  
R-M monitors the implementation of FLEX-REPAIR to measure its success  
and make sure it is sustainable.

The R-M brand is strongly committed to our customers’ long-lasting success  
in a constantly changing market. With Programs For Success, R-M works closely 
with bodyshops, offering them optimum support. R-M’s innovative FLEX-REPAIR 
concept allows your bodyshop to design your workflows even more flexibly  
so that you can continue to work profitably in the future.

This is FLEX-REPAIR:

R-M: Perfection made simple
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